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His Excellency the Governor

The Honorable President of the Senate

The Honorable Speaker of the House

The Honorable Chairman of Senate Ways and Means

The Honorable Chairman of House Ways and Means

The Executive Directors of the Legislative Post Audit Committees

The Secretary for Administration and Finance

Members of the General Court

I am today releasing a report concerning the manner in which the Massachusetts

Highway Department manages fixed assets for the $8 billion Central Artery/Tunnel

Project. The purpose of our review was to determine whether MassHighway has in place

the necessary controls, procedures and policies to safeguard the assets of the

Commonwealth used in the CA/T Project.

I have concluded that internal control weaknesses described throughout this report

could result in the concealment of unauthorized acquisitions, invalid and unauthorized

transactions, and unauthorized cash disbursements, which could lead to theft, fraud, and

misuse of the Commonwealth's assets. In addition, I have concluded that MassHighway
minimizes the importance of monitoring Bechtel/Parson Brinckerhoff's performance in

safeguarding the Commonwealth's assets, and does not comply with key provisions of

the state's fixed asset regulations.

Omnibus ad quos praesentes literae pervenerint, salutem.





CA/T Project managers have been fully apprised of my concerns and accorded

ample opportunity to review and comment on the report. The Project's formal written

response is included at the end of this report. I am pleased to note that steps are already

being taken to address the internal control weaknesses I have raised.

I would like to thank Diane Jones, project leader from my Contract Audit and
Review Division, for conducting this review and writing this report.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Cerasoli

Inspector General
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Executive Summary

This Office completed a review of the manner in which the Massachusetts Highway

Department (MassHighway) manages fixed assets for the $8 billion Central Artery/Tunnel

(CA/T) Project. As of September 30, 1994 these assets were valued at $18.6 million.

The purpose of our review was to determine whether MassHighway has in place the

necessary controls, procedures, and policies to safeguard the assets of the

Commonwealth used in the CA/T Project.

Internal control weaknesses described throughout this report could result in the

concealment of unauthorized acquisitions, invalid and unauthorized transactions, and

unauthorized cash disbursements, which could lead to theft, fraud, and misuse of the

Commonwealth's assets. MassHighway's written reply is attached in Appendix C, and

where appropriate MassHighway's response has been incorporated in the body of this

report.

The findings underlying these conclusions are documented in this report:

Finding 1. MassHighway does not monitor B/PB's performance in

safeguarding the Commonwealth's assets.

Finding 2. The CA/T Project does not comply with key provisions of state

inventory regulations.

Finding 3. The CA/T Project lacks adequate ongoing controls to monitor

the authorization of purchases, the recording of purchases,

and the custody of the assets.

Finding 4. B/PB's internal controls over the CA/T Project's voucher
system are not adequate.

Finding 5. The.CA/T Project lacks written procedures for disposition of

MassHighway's surplus assets.
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The Inspector General advises MassHighway to take the following actions:

1. Develop and implement a plan to ensure that all activities involving CA/T
assets under the care and custody of the Project comply with the

Department of Procurement and General Services (DPGS) regulations.

2. (a) Procure the services of an independent accounting firm to test the

upgraded Asset Inventory Control System.

(b) Record CA/T Project fixed asset acquisitions in the Massachusetts

Management Accounting and Reporting System (MMARS) in compliance

with DPGS regulations.

(c) Assign the responsibilities of monitoring and controlling all fixed assets

to Financial Services.

3. Procure additional services from an independent accounting firm. The
scope of the engagement should include the necessary tests of controls on

B/PB's internal control structure taken as a whole, including those controls

relevant to fixed assets, tests of controls over compliance with state laws

and regulations as required by the Single Audit Act of 1 984, and substantive

tests on inventory account balances to provide reasonable assurance that

the amounts recorded are not materially misstated.

4. Amend the following project procedures:

(a) Project Procedure 803 should indicate the specific employees, by title

or name, who are authorized to approve accounts payable checks.

(b) Project Procedure 104, revision 3, and any subsequent updates, should

indicate the specific employees, by title or name, who are authorized to sign

checks.

(c) Omit from Project Procedure 803 ambiguous circular references to

Project Procedure 104 in order to ensure that the individual authorized to

approve accounts payable checks is not the same individual authorized to

sign the checks.

In its response, MassHighway generally agreed with the recommendations in this

report, and has taken steps to ensure that corrective plans are in place. However,

MassHighway takes issue with certain statements and recommendations. This Office
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examined all points of apparent dispute, and with the exception of Finding 4, the Inspecto

General concluded that no changes in the report were wananted. Finding 4 was

amended to reflect additional information provided by MassHighway.
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Introduction

Objective

We conducted a review of the manner in which the Massachusetts Highway

Department (MassHighway) manages fixed assets
1

for the Central Artery/Tunnel (CA/T)

Project. The objective of this review was to determine whether MassHighway has in

place the necessary controls, procedures, and policies to safeguard the assets of the

Commonwealth used in the CA/T Project. According to the CA/T Inventory System

Report (hereinafter, the accounting inventory report)
2
as of September 30, 1994, these

assets were valued by Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff at $18.6 million.

Background

In 1985 MassHighway selected the joint venture of Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff

(B/PB), comprised of Bechtel Corporation and Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas,

Inc., to manage the $8 billion CA/T Project. In addition to overall project management,

B/PB is charged with preliminary design, design management, and construction

management. Under a series of contracts, the most recent a two-year. $316 million

contract ending December 31 , 1995, B/PB is also responsible for purchase, control, use.

and care of nonexpendable property purchased by the CA/T Project. Such property will

be turned over to MassHighway at the completion of the Project or otherwise disposed.

The assets purchased by the CA/T Project are state-owned, but are in the care and

custody of B/PB. These contracts also stipulate that B/PB will process and control all

accounting-related functions for fixed assets
3

The terms "fixed assets," "nonexpendable property," and "tangible persoral property" are synonymous-

terms used interchangeably throughout this report. Fixed assets are items that have physical substance

and a useful life in excess of one year. Fixed assets, with the exception of land, are usually property plant

and equipment

accounting inventory report (FAS4600) is prepared by B/PB's Financial Services Office.

3CA/T Project Management Plan. Rev. 4 dated August, 1993.
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Scope of this Report

This report focuses on accountability, responsibility, control, and disposition of the

state's tangible personal property under the care and custody of B/PB on behalf of

MassHighway. For the purpose of this report, all references to tangible personal property

include asset classifications as described in the accounting inventory report: office

furniture, office equipment, computer equipment, computer-aided drafting design (CADD)

equipment, computer software, telephone systems including cellular phones, and

construction equipment. A glossary of relevant accounting terms, highlighted in bold

print, is provided at the end of this report.

Methodology

We examined the CA/T Project's procedures and controls for purchases of

equipment and supplies, and for the adequacy of those controls in protecting the assets

of the Commonwealth. The procedures govern the manner in which Project actions are

implemented. Our examination included interviews with key staff from B/PB and

MassHighway to identify the controls for safeguarding assets, and tests of the information

presented to ensure that the controls existed. In some cases we traced the acquisition

process from the Field Material Requisition (FMR)4
through receipt by the requesting

individual. We reviewed previous audits conducted by independent public accounting

firms. And, we applied state laws and regulations for safeguarding the Commonwealth's

assets and those establishing policies and procedures for the disposition of surplus

property

Applicable Laws and Regulations

M.G.L. c. 7, §4A establishes the Department of Procurement and General Services

(DPGS) and includes among its functions the acquisition of state supplies and equipment.

In addition, §4A requires DPGS to administer a periodic inventory of state-owned tangible

personal property. M.G.L. c. 7, §22 directs the Commissioner of Administration to make

An FMR is the CA/T Project document that initiates a procurement action.
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rules and regulations that govern the acquisition, control, transfer, and disposition of

assets of the Commonwealth.

For purposes of our review, three regulations are relevant: 802 CMR 6.00, Fixed

Asset Management and Reporting Responsibilities, 802 CMR 3.00, Disposition of Surplus

State Property, and 802 CMR 2.00, Commodity Procurement Policies and Procedures.

The purposes of 802 CMR 6.00 are to account for fixed assets and to provide auditable

fixed asset information in keeping with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

(GAAP). 5 Such information will help ensure that the Commonwealth realizes the

maximum benefit of proper accounting, reporting, and handling of all tangible personal

property. The purpose of 802 CMR 3.00 is to establish policies and procedures for the

disposition of state surplus property. The purpose of 802 CMR 2.00 is to assure that

goods, supplies, equipment, and services are procured by the departments of the

Commonwealth in a manner that is consistent with open and fair competition. Together,

these regulations safeguard the Commonwealth's assets, establish both institutional and

individual responsibility for a department's
6

acquisition, care, and control of the

Commonwealth's assets, and delineate the procedures to be used in transferring,

disposing, or assigning these assets to agencies.

These regulations are the standard we used to evaluate the adequacy of

accountability, responsibility, control, and disposition of the state's assets under the care

and custody of B/PB acting on behalf of MassHighway.

5The federal government reimburses the Commonwealth for approximately 85 percent of CAT Project

costs. As such, the Project must comply with the U.S. General Accounting Office's audit standards thaf

are documented in Government Auditing Standards. 1994 revision. The accounting and auditing standards

are issued and interpreted by three authoritative bodies: the American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants (AICPA), the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). and the Governmental Accounting

Standards Board (GASB).

6The terms "department" and "agency" are used interchangeably as reflected in the definition of

"department" contained in 802 CMR 6.03: "Any subdivision of the government of the Commonwealth
including but not limited to, any executive office, agency, division. . .

."

3
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Findings

Finding 1. MassHighway does not monitor B/PB's

performance in safeguarding the
Commonwealth's assets.

Regulation 802 CMR 6.05 requires MassHighway to designate a departmental

Asset Officer as the party responsible for compliance with DPGS regulations governing

control, use, and care of all MassHighway assets. According to these regulations, the

responsibilities of an Asset Officer include ensuring that:

all assets bear a unique control identification number which is

permanently attached to the item;

complete and accurate information is recorded in the

departmental asset management system;

financial accounting records and the departmental asset

management system are kept current on a perpetual basis

and reports are furnished to DPGS as required:

all asset information is valued, summarized, and forwarded to

DPGS in the prescribed annual report format;

all asset transfers and dispositions -- surplused, destroyed,

sold, stolen, etc. -- are handled in accordance with 802 CMR
3.00 Disposition of Surplus State Property.

The Asset Officer may appoint Asset Managers to maintain control of specific

assets, and to furnish records and reports as required by the Asset Officer. The Asset

Officer, however, retains ultimate responsibility for maintaining current inventory records.

In addition, regulation 802 CMR 6.07 requires the Asset Officer to verify the accuracy of

the data contained in the accounting records by conducting or assisting in an annual

physical inventory of all departmental assets.

5



In an October 17, 1994 meeting, MassHighway's Asset Officer informed us that his

office is not directly involved with the CA/T Project. When asked whether B/PB's

inventory system complied with 802 CMR 6.00, he answered: "I don't see why not. They

[B/PB] have enough data to supply us with a report. I don't think [B/PB] would take the

risk of not doing it. They have their own procedures to ensure compliance. They are

very responsive to us. They don't do things by the seat of their pants." As we will show

in Finding 2 of this report, B/PB's procedures for processing and controlling the Project's

fixed assets do not comply with a number of DPGS inventory regulations.

Based on reviews of pertinent documents and staff interviews, we have concluded

that Mass Highway violated the requirements established in 802 CMR 6.07. Contrary to

these regulations, MassHighway does not:

verify the accuracy of B/PB's physical inventory records;

conduct an annual audit of B/PB's physical inventory counts;

report the results of an annual audit of CA/T assets to DPGS;

reconcile B/PB's inventory records to physical inventory

counts for CA/T assets;

ensure that all CA/T asset dispositions of unaccounted for,

lost, stolen and surplus items are handled in accordance with

802 CMR 3.00.

Furthermore, we were told that MassHighway has not conducted and does not plan

to conduct an audit of B/PB's internal controls and procedures for inventories of the CA/T

Project. MassHighway's Asset Officer, designated by the MassHighway Commissioner,

explained that his office relies on previous reviews of controls conducted by two

independent accounting firms. According to documents provided by MassHighway, the

first review was performed in 1988,
7 and the second was performed in 1992.

8

7Review of Financially Related Activities As They Pertain To The Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel

Project, by Susan Perna-Damon, Certified Public Accountant, May 14, 1988.
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We examined both reports and found that neither study included an evaluation of,

and consequently did not express an opinion on, the adequacy of the Project's internal

controls for inventories. Since neither review addressed this matter, the Asset Officer's

reliance on them is unwarranted.
9 MassHighway cannot be assured, based on these

reports, that CA/T Project assets are adequately safeguarded.
10

In response to the preliminary draft report, Project officials disagreed with the

finding. Notwithstanding their disagreement, MassHighway is responsible forthe Project's

fixed assets held in its custody, regardless of whether it has delegated certain aspects

of that charge to B/PB. Regulation 802 CMR 6.07 requires MassHighway's Asset Officer

to verify the accuracy and completeness of the data contained in the accounting records,

to investigate unreconciled differences between inventory counts and the accounting

records, and to provide reasonable assurances that internal controls and procedures for

fixed assets are operating effectively. These routine duties have not been performed by

MassHighway's Asset Officer, with respect to the CA/T Project.

Recommendation 1 : Develop and implement a plan to ensure that all activities involving

CA/T assets under the care and custody of the Project comply with DPGS regulations.

Hold MassHighway's Asset Officer responsible for ensuring that complete and accurate

inventory information is recorded in the accounting records, that unreconciled differences

between inventory counts and accounting records are investigated, and that Project

internal controls and procedures are operating effectively.

aReport on the Internal Control Structure of Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff Joint Venture Project Cost
Accounting System June 30, 1992. by Deloitte & Touche. released October 1 . 1992.

These reviews focused on the adequacy of the Project's cost accounting system and its invoicing

procedures.

10A third review, audit no. 95A-903, was performed by Arthur Andersen & Co. in October 1994. Our
review of the preliminary draft of the audit report revealed that it did not address the Project's internal

controls for fixed assets. The final report was not complete at the time our review was conducted.
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Finding 2. The CA/T Project does not comply with key

provisions of state inventory regulations.

Our review found that the CA/T Project does not comply with key provisions of

DPGS inventory regulations. By failing to comply with DPGS regulations, B/PB violates

certain provisions of its contract with MassHighway, which stipulate that: "The

Management Consultant [B/PB] shall adhere to the applicable provisions of. . . .49 CFR

[Code of Federal Regulations] Part 18.00, particularly Section 18.32, with respect to

nonexpendable property." Specifically, §1 8.32(b) requires state governments to use,

manage, and dispose of equipment, acquired under federal reimbursement programs, in

accordance with state laws and procedures.

DPGS regulations require that certain controls be in place. The absence of these

controls hinders one of MassHighway's oversight functions -- to test actual CA/T inventory

and to reconcile the existence of those assets against the accounting records. DPGS

regulation 802 CMR 6.04 states that all assets assigned to a department will be recorded

in the Massachusetts Management Accounting and Reporting System (MMARS) or in an

asset management system housed and maintained at the department. MMARS is

maintained by the Office of the State Comptroller, and is a complete financial

management system specifically designed to support the accounting requirements for

departmental assets.

Lack of controls over proper accounting for inventories violates 802 CMR 6.05 and

6.07, which state that a department's Asset Officer is obligated to maintain a perpetual

inventory system for all fixed assets and to verify the accuracy of the data to physical

inventories.

Office Services

Our interview with B/PB management staff clarified the information described in

Project Procedure 804, Project Asset Inventory and Control. According to the document,

8



the purpose of this procedure is to establish internal controls for nonexpendable property:

When purchased goods are received by the receiving department, Office Services assigns

bar codes to all items other than computer equipment, CADD equipment, and computer

software. Office Services also conducts periodic physical inventories on all assets other

than computer equipment, CADD equipment, and computer software. This procedure is

not good practice for maintaining internal control standards on inventories. Office

Services has no formal organizational reporting responsibility to Financial Services.

Financial Services has a fiduciary responsibility to monitor and control all of the state's

fixed assets under the care and custody of B/PB, and should be accountable for any

errors or deficiencies.
11

Figure 1, on the following page, illustrates the problem.

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) issues Statements

on Auditing Standards (SAS) that interpret its standards on internal controls. SAS 55

points out that establishing and maintaining an internal control structure is an important

management responsibility, and it should be under ongoing supervision by management

to determine that it is operating as intended. SAS 55 further provides that management's

assignment of responsibility and delegation of authority to deal with such matters as

financial and accounting functions should rest with those who are qualified and

professionally trained with the knowledge and skills in the areas of accounting and

finance. For the CA/T Project, this function is the responsibility of Financial Services.

Judging by B/PB's organization, there is no formal mechanism for holding Office

Services responsible or accountable for the state s fixed assets because it reports to

Administration Services, not to Financial Services. Office Services personnel should not

assign bar codes nor should they conduct physical inventories. B/PB's contract with

11 The CA/T Project Management Plan states: "4.5. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT The process and
control of all accounting-related processes is carried out by a finance and accounting ^F&A) group. The
F&A discipline performs the following functions' Capital Assets Control - Equipment and furnishings

tagging and control of all purchased and leased items. . .

."

9



MassHighway charges Financial Services, not Administration Services, with these duties

The B/PB organizational structure does not reflect this responsibility.

B/PB Partial Organization Chart

Project Manager

Deputy Prefect

Manager

Engineering

Deputy Project

Manager

Services

Source B/PB organization chan effective 2/24/93 - 2/15/94

Does not have

reporting responsibility

to Financial Services

Figure 1.
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Automation Technology Office

The CA/T Project's system of internal controls for computer equipment, CADD

equipment, and computer software is even weaker than the controls for Office Services.

These assets are controlled by the Automation Technology Office (ATO). ATO not only

initiates and approves its own FMRs for purchases of this equipment, but it also assigns

bar codes when the equipment is received, and conducts its own physical inventories.

Moreover, ATO keeps its own separate records for inventory on hand. Because of these

control weaknesses, MassHighway will be unable to verify the accuracy of ATO's

inventory records since these records cannot be reconciled with either B/PB's master bar

code list or the accounting inventory report. The inadequate separation of duties for

establishing and maintaining controls on electronic data processing (EDP) equipment can

be readily seen in the top portion of the flow chart in Figure 2 on the following page. The

bottom portion of the chart is this Office's version of a realignment of responsibilities that

would strengthen the internal control structure.

Again, accountability and responsibility are the issues. Similar to Office Services.

ATO has no formal organizational reporting responsibility to Financial Services (see

Figure 1). Consequently there is no fiduciary responsibility for control over computer

equipment, CADD equipment, and computer software. The organizational structure

reflects no clear mechanism for holding ATO responsible or accountable for safeguarding

these assets.

Moreover, a non-verifiable listing of ATO inventory records is meaningless because

it fails to establish an historical base for valuing inventory. B/PB did not fulfill its financial

management and accounting responsibilities for reconciling EDP equipment with the

accounting inventory records.
12 The consequence of unreconciled inventory records is

that EDP equipment could be included in the accounting records but not physically exist

on site because it may have been misplaced, lost, or stolen.

112
ibid.
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Shipping/

Receiving

Dept.

Assigns bar codes

Conducts physical

inventory

Receives goods

Irom vendor

Prepares MRR

Accounts

Payable

Dept.

- Assigns bar codes
• Maintains discrete

inventory records

- Conducts physical

inventory

Materials

- Receives goods

from vendor
- Prepares MRR

- Assigns bar codes
- Maintains inventory

accounting records

- Conducts physical inventory

• Performs reconciliations

Source OIG analysis

Figure 2.

ATO personnel should not assign bar codes, conduct their own physical

inventories, or access the accounting inventory records. Under the contract, these

responsibilities clearly lie with Financial Services.
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Since it is impossible to reconcile ATO's actual inventory with the accounting

records, auditors cannot test the reasonableness of the CA/T inventory account balances

in there entirety. Inventory account balances could therefore b8 materially misstated.

This deficiency fails to comply with AICPA standards incorporated in Generally Accepted

Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS). 13
Controls over compliance with laws and

regulations must be designed to provide reasonable assurance that financial assertions

are free of material misstatements.

DPGS regulations were written to ensure that the Commonwealth's assets are

properly recorded, managed, and protected from theft, fraud, and misuse. CA/T inventory

control weaknesses could clearly result in the concealment of unauthorized acquisitions,

and invalid and unauthorized transactions. The CA/T Project has not demonstrated that

it has adequate controls over proper accounting for inventories, and it has not made use

of the MMARS system, which is designed to account for the state's assets.

MassHighway's written response to a preliminary draft of this report described

corrective action plans to address these concerns; however, the plan as described fell

short of full compliance with DPGS regulation 802 CMR 6.04(3). Recording Project fixed

assets with a unit cost exceeding $15,000 in MMARS complies, in part, with §6.04(3)(a).

Full compliance includes recording in MMARS all "[m]ajor [fjixed [ajssets. . .with a

historical unit cost of between $5,000.00 and $14,999.99."

We reviewed the Project's draft proposal for the Inventory Upgrade Program (the

upgrade program). According to the proposal, the upgrade program will keep track of

barcoded assets valued over $1 00.00. When implemented, the Project's Asset Inventory

Control System might comply with DPGS regulation 802 CMR 6.04(3)(b) that states:

"[mjinor [fjixed [ajssets. . .with a historical cost between $100.00 and $4,999.99" will be

recorded in an asset management system housed and maintained in the department.

^Government Auditing Standards (see note 5).
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However, the documents provided to this Office do not indicate whether the upgrade

program will provide auditable fixed asset information in keeping with GAGAS. They also

do not indicate when the upgrade program will be fully implemented. According to the

documents, B/PB estimated July 17, 1995 as the completion date for Phase I of the

upgrade program. But, "[u]ntil we [B/PB] identify replacement equipment and establish

the actual requirements of Phase II, an estimate [for completion] is not available."

We acknowledge MassHighway's plans to: (a) revise Project Procedure 804

Project Asset Inventory and Control, and (b) address our concerns regarding B/PB's

organizational and fiduciary responsibilities for the state's fixed assets. In light of these

plans, the Inspector General recommends the following actions:

Recommendation 2 : (a) MassHighway should procure the services of an independent

accounting firm. The purpose of this engagement would be to test the upgraded Asset

Inventory Control System to provide reasonable assurance that it is complete and

contains accurate information in keeping with GAGAS, and to ensure that it is in full

compliance with DPGS regulation 802 CMR 6.04.

(b) Record Project fixed asset acquisitions in the Massachusetts

Management Accounting and Reporting System (MMARS) in compliance with DPGS

regulations.

(c) Assign the responsibilities of monitoring and controlling all fixed

assets to Financial Services. This realignment will help prevent and detect losses that

could result from unauthorized acquisition or use of assets. For instance, Financial

Services would assign bar codes, conduct physical inventories, and reconcile the results

of physical inventories to the accounting records. These fiduciary duties are currently

performed by Office Services and the Automation Technology Office, but neither office

is accountable to Financial Services.

14



Finding 3. The CA/T Project lacks adequate ongoing
controls to monitor the authorization of

purchases, the recording of purchases, and
the custody of the assets.

We performed a walk-through on 12 judgmentally sampled FMRs to relate the

controls on the flow of transactions from their origin and proper authorization to copies

of payment vouchers and cancelled checks. As shown in Table 1 below, we found a

number of errors that would warrant further study and evaluation by MassHighway.

Type of

Error

Number of Percent Potential

Occurrences of Total Impact

Missing proper signatory authorization 5

Same individual(s) approves FMR
also signs check 2

Sole source procurement without

documented approvals 1

Did not adhere to bid procedures 2

Missing proper signatory authorization

on payment vouchers 3

Questionable FMR authorization for

quantity ordered 1

42% unauthorized transactions

17% unauthorized transactions

8% violates M.G.L. c.7, §22

17% violates M.G.L. c.7, §22

25% unauthorized transactions

8% unauthorized transactions

Note Some FMRs have multiple errors causing the total number of occurrences to be greater than the sample size

Source OIG analysis

Table 1

The errors uncovered in this sampling involving unauthorized transactions could

lead to the recording of invalid transactions and/or the concealment of unauthorized

acquisitions. In these instances, controls were not in place that would have isolated,

corrected, and resubmitted the transactions into the processing stream, as intended by

an effective system.

15



Substantive tests, in general, aim to directly substantiate the reasonableness of

account balances, and to determine the presence or absence of monetary errors. There

are a number of substantive tests that lend themselves to the use of sampling methods;

comparing physical inventory counts to perpetual inventory records is an example.

We used statistical sampling to conduct a case study of two fixed asset

categories: office equipment and construction equipment. The results, summarized in

Table 2 below, and detailed at Appendix A, demonstrate a large difference in sample size

Category

Office equipment

| Physical Inventory

Sample Size Results

Case Study 1 00%
Sample Size Confirmation

Construction equipment 20

Telephone equipment 3

CADD equipment 2

Computer equipment 5

Office furniture 0

Total 33

No exceptions. However, 1

item incorrectly included in office

equipment, should be included

in telephone equipment.

8 air tank rescue units

unaccounted for on the day

of the test.

1 cellular phone unaccounted

for on the day of the test.

No exceptions.

No exceptions

N/A

41

31

60

21

Source OIG analysis * Not included in case study

Table 2

between judgmental sampling and statistical sampling. It also shows that 100 percent

physical confirmation will be necessary for a number of items in both categories. For

instance, a sample size of 41 out of 1,115 items plus 100 percent physical confirmation

of 60 items will be required for office equipment. Performing audit procedures on a large

16



sample size is costly, but is mathematically precise because it allows the auditor to select

items that will fairly represent the whole population.

In addition, results of a physical inventory count, also shown in Table 2, which we

performed on the equipment purchased under the 1 2 FMRs selected for our walk-through,

suggest that perpetual ongoing controls are ineffective. Of the 33 items tested on

December 2, 1994 for physical confirmation of their existence against the inventory

accounting records dated September 30, 1994, nine were unaccounted for -- eight from

the construction equipment category, identified as small self-contained air tank rescue

units, and a cellular phone from the telephone equipment category.

On January 4, 1 995, MassHighway provided this Office with documents describing

the disposition of the cellular phone. It had been reported as stolen from an automobile

owned by B/PB on October 20, 1994, 20 days after B/PB's accounting report was

compiled,
14

Therefore, the phone would not have been available for confirmation at the

time of our physical inventory. According to the documents, the phone is insured and will

be replaced "free of charge."

However, the eight unaccounted for air tank rescue units were retested by this

Office on two subsequent dates - January 13 and 23, 1995. On January 13. four of the

remaining eight units were still unaccounted for. On January 18, MassHighway provided

this Office with documents indicating that two of the remaining four unaccounted for units

had been returned to the manufacturer for recharging. MassHighway located the finai two

units on January 23, 1995.

The expectations and requirements of a sound, prudent inventory system are that

controls are in place so that the accounting records allow an individual to identify and

14Commonwealth of Massachusetts Operator's Report of Motor Vehicle Accident, complaint no.

42247156.
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locate an item at the time a physical inventory is conducted or any other point in time.

The contention that CA/T management will find the items eventually may mitigate this

finding, but also demonstrates that perpetual ongoing controls are weak and ineffective.

MassHighway stated it has taken steps to ensure that corrective procedures ace

put in place to provide for the proper accounting and physical confirmation of fixed assets.

However, MassHighway disagreed with our finding that it lacks adequate ongoing

controls with regard to the authorization and recording of purchases, and custody o f

assets. Specifically. MassHighway stated that the FMRs in our sample were signed by

at least three authorized individuals in accordance with Project Procedure 602 -- Field

Material Requisition and Purchase Order Process. Further, MassHighway stated that no

violation of M.G.L. c.7, §22 occurred.

The purpose of Project Procedure 602 is "[t]o establish a consistent policy for

requesting and purchasing of non-engineered materials and services in support of the

project through use of the Field Material Requisition (FMR). . .
." Section 3.0 of this

procedure identifies the parties responsible for reviewing and approving FMRs They

include: (1) the Department Manager, (2) the Office Services Supervisor or the

Telecommunications Supervisor or the Records Management/Document Control

Supervisor, (3) the Administrative Services Manager, (4) the Services Manager, and (5)

the Project Manager if the FMR is estimated to exceed $10. n00. At minimum, any

particular FMR requires the approval of four individuals, not three as MassHighway

incorrectly stated. Project Procedure 602 section 3.0 provides adequate segregation of

duties to ensure that only authorized transactions are used to procure non-engineered

materials and supplies. The Project should bring its practices into compliance with written

project procedures.

M.G.L. c. 7, §22 directs the Commissioner of Administration to make rules and

regulations that govern the acquisition, control, transfer, and disposition of assets of the

18



Commonwealth. DPGS regulation 802 CMR 2.00, Commodity Procurement Policies and

Procedures, requires the exercise of sound procurement practices for open and fair

competition in granting an award. Our examination of FMR No. B03406 revealed that the

Project did not comply with this regulation. In this case, there were no supporting

documents indicating that the purchase of 10 air-tank rescue units including peripheral

equipment, costing $4,610, was acquired by competitive procurement.

Further, 802 CMR 2.00, section 2.26 -- Non-Competitive Selection (Sole Source)

states, in part:

(2) The procuring [department shall submit a request for [n]on-[c]ompetitive

purchase in writing to the Purchasing Agent or his designee. . . .The

request must be signed by the [department [h]ead, or other officer

specifically designated by the [department [hjead to act in this capacity.

FMR No. 05158 in our sample revealed that the Project did not comply with sole

source procurement regulations for vendor selection. Supporting documents for this

purchase of computer hardware and software, costing $261 ,036, included a "justification"

memo prepared by the requester, a B/PB employee, and approved by another B/PB

employee. There was no written evidence that MassHighway approved this sole source

purchase as required by 802 CMR 2.26(2).

Our conclusions drawn from the 12 FMRs sampled stand. Sufficient evidence

exists to warrant further examination by an independent auditor.

Recommendation 3 : Procure additional services from an independent accounting firm.

The scope of the engagement should include the necessary tests of controls on B/PB's

internal control structure taken as a whole, including those controls relevant to fixed

assets, tests of controls over compliance with state laws and reoulations as required by
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the Single Audit Act of 1984,
15 and substantive tests on inventory account balances to

provide reasonable assurance that the amounts recorded are not materially misstated.

Finding 4. B/PB's internal controls over the CA/T
Project's voucher system are not adequate.

According to CA/T Project Procedure 104, including attachments 104-A1 and A2,

the only Project personnel authorized to approve B/PB accounts payable checks are the

Project Manager (alternate Services Manager) and the Environmental Manager (alternate

Design Manager). Our pilot sample revealed the following Financial Services personnel

also approved accounts payable checks in payment for vendor purchases: Accounting

Supervisor, Accountant/Auditor, and Financial Services Manager. Of the 27 check

disbursements made to vendors from August 1990 through February 1994, 18 were

approved by Financial Services personnel. In six out of the 18 instances, the same

individual who approved the payment voucher also signed the checks.

Adequate controls must separate the treasury function (custody of the assets) from

the controller function (recording of the transaction) to ensure that only valid vouchers are

authorized for payment. Complete separation of these responsibilities has special

applicability to cash because it is highly susceptible to misuse and embezzlement.

Internal controls for safeguarding assets, including cash, must be designed to

provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized

transactions, unauthorized access to, or use of the Commonwealth's assets. When

unauthorized expenditures are made, unauthorized liabilities are incurred and assets can

be converted to personal use, or inventory can be stolen.

15The Single Audit Act of 1984 requires recipients -- state and local government entities -- of federal

financial assistance to obtain audits in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

Governmental auditing standards differ from general auditing standards in that they require the auditor to

evaluate and report on an entity's system of internal controls and to test compliance with the laws and
regulations governing the use of federal funds.
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In response to a preliminary draft of this report, MassHighway commented that

Project Procedure 104 -- Approval Authorization to Commit Project Funds - was being

revised to identify those employees authorized to approve B/PB expenditures,

procurement commitments, and personnel actions. Our subsequent review of the draft

of Project Procedure 104 (revision 3) showed that it did not indicate the specific

employees, by title or by name, who are authorized to sign checks.

MassHighway also commented that Project Procedure 803 Accounts Payable

-- has been completely revised (effective date June 6, 1995) to provide a uniform

procedure for processing and paying invoices for materials, equipment, and services. We

reviewed the additional material provided by MassHighway. Project Procedure 803

includes new provisions that provide the necessary segregation of duties for the Project's

voucher system. This revised procedure was not in effect at the time of our initial review

and evaluation. However, this procedure contains references to Project Procedure 104.

which appear to indicate that the individual authorized to approve accounts payable

checks is also the authorized signator for the checks.

Recommendation 4 : To ensure separation of the approval process from the check signing

process, the Project should amend Project Procedures 803 and 104 as follows:

(a) Project Procedure 803 should indicate the specific employees, by title

or name, who are authorized to approve accounts payable checks.

(b) Project Procedure 104, revision 3. and any subsequent updates, should

indicate the specific employees, by title or name, who are authorized to sign

checks.

(c) Omit from Project Procedure 803 ambiguous circular references to

Project Procedure 104 in order to ensure that the individual authorized to
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approve accounts payable checks is not the same individual authorized to

sign the checks.

Finding 5. The CA/T Project lacks written procedures
for disposition of MassHighway's surplus

assets.

Assets of the Commonwealth in the custody of a state agency or department fall

under one of two categories. They are either needed by the department or agency to

meet its operating responsibilities, in which case the assets fall under 802 CMR 6.00

Fixed Asset Management and Reporting Responsibilities, or the assets are in excess ot

departmental needs and, as surplus property, fall under 802 CMR 3.00 Disposition of

Surplus State Property. There is no middle ground: assets are either needed or are

surplused. Property can be offered for sale or transferred to outside purchasers only if

no state agency has indicated a need for it. The regulations require the State Surplus

Property Officer (Property Officer) to make a determination that no state agency has

indicated a need prior to authorizing or effecting a sale to a non-state user.

In a May 24, 1994 interview, B/PB staff informed us that they have yet to

document procedures establishing how the CA/T Project will transfer, donate, or otherwise

dispose of excess or obsolete equipment. MassHighway staff recalled only one instance

where B/PB requested instructions to dispose of broken computer equipment, which B/PB

deemed worthless and not cost effective to repair; a letter dated October 14. 1993 from

MassHighway to the Property Officer requested permission to dispose of these items.

But according to the accounting inventory report, the CA/T Project recorded $372,226 in

surplused and disposed assets ($211,848 surplused, and $160,378 disposed). This

amount does not include the broken computer equipment. It is unclear, based on our

limited review, by what means B/PB surplused or disposed of these assets.

MassHighway and B/PB may not transfer, donate, destroy, or otherwise dispose

of property without following the procedures outlined in 802 CMR 3.00. DPGS regulations
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contain specific procedures for the disposal of items deemed to be surplus to the needs

of MassHighway. First, agencies must examine their inventories of equipment and

supplies and report property that is no longer needed to the Property Officer. Second,

the Property Officer must determine whether any other state agency had indicated a need

for those specific items. Third, if there is no previously identified need for the property,

the Property Officer must list the item in the Memorandum of Surplus and Salvage

Property, which is distributed to all state agencies. Finally, if no agency indicates a need,

the surplus items may be offered to non-state purchasers for the best price obtainable

The agency must send all checks to the Property Officer, payable to the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts.

The purpose of 802 CMR 3.00 is to ensure that the Commonwealth realizes the

maximum benefit from surplus property by regulating the manner of handling such

property, including the disposal of obsolete, excess, and other property. The taxpayers

will be better served when the CA/T Project follows DPGS regulations.

MassHighway concurred with the finding, and will provide a draft of the procedures

for our review and comment.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

M.G.L. c. 7, §§4A and 22, and the related regulations, Sk\ standards of inventory

control, disposition of surplus property, and responsibilities for state agencies. For the

CA/T Project, the acquisition of assets and the design and implementation of internal

controls to safeguard them is the responsibility of the joint venture B/PB acting on behalf

of MassHighway. As of September 30, 1994, these assets were valued at $18.6 million.

The purpose of this review was to determine whether the CA/T Project has in place

the necessary controls, procedures, and policies to safeguard the assets of the

Commonwealth. The findings in our report raise serious questions regarding B/PB s

ability to adequately safeguard assets in its care and custody. Control weaknesses

described throughout this report could result in the concealment of unauthorized

acquisitions, invalid and unauthorized transactions, and unauthorized cash disbursements,

which could lead to theft, fraud, and misuse of the Commonwealth's assets.

Our examination also found that MassHighway minimizes the importance of

monitoring B/PB's performance in safeguarding the Commonwealth's assets, and does

not comply with DPGS regulations. Routine inventory duties such as verifying the

accuracy of annual physical inventories, and reconciling physical inventories with

inventory accounting records are neglected. The result is an inaccurate perpetual

inventory system.

Some of the deficiencies outlined in this report can be corrected by simply bringing

the Project's practices into compliance with written project procedures. In other cases,

the procedures must be changed to comply with DPGS regulations and with AICPA

standards.

Regulations already exist that specifically outline departmental and individual

responsibilities. These regulations also set standards and describe the types of fixed
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assets that must be recorded and controlled. MassHighway is responsible for the assets

held in its custody, regardless of whether it has delegated certain aspects of that charge

to B/PB.

The Inspector General advises MassHighway to take the following actions

summarized below and detailed elsewhere in this report:

1 . Develop and implement a plan to ensure that all activities involving CA/T assets under

the care and custody of the Project comply with DPGS regulations.

2. (a) Procure the services of an independent accounting firm to test the upgraded Asset

Inventory Control System.

(b) Record CA/T Project fixed asset acquisitions in MMARS in compliance with DPGS

regulations.

(c) Assign the responsibilities of monitoring and controlling all fixed assets to Financial

Services.

3. Procure additional services from an independent accounting firm. The scope of the

engagement should include the necessary tests of controls on B/PB's internal control

structure taken as a whole, including those controls relevant to fixed assets, tests of

controls over compliance with state laws and regulations as required by the Single Audit

Act of 1984, and substantive tests on inventory account balances to provide reasonable

assurance that the amounts recorded are not materially misstated.

4. The Project should amend the following procedures:

(a) Project Procedure 803 should indicate the specific employees, by title or name,

who are authorized to approve accounts payable checks.

(b) Project Procedure 104, revision 3, and any subsequent updates, should indicate

the specific employees, by title or name, who are authorized to sign checks.
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(c) Omit from Project Procedure 803 ambiguous circular references to Project

Procedure 104 in order to ensure that the individual authorized to approve accounts

payable checks is not the same individual authorized to sign the checks.
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APPENDIX A

Case Study

Audit Objective

To determine whether the amount shown in the inventory account balance on the CA/T

project's accounting report at Sept. 30, 1 994 is represented by all physical items on hand,

including surplus items held in storage.

Methodology

(1) Substantive test of details will determine the reasonableness of the amounts in the

accounting records.

(2) Stratified statistical sampling method is necessary because of the large variation in

the population, i.e. inventory balances. (See Exhibit A and B)

Hypothesis

The evidence, physical inventory, which supports the account balance in the inventory

report can either be accepted or rejected.

Risk Assumptions

The acceptance or nonacceptance of the hypothesis carries with it two sampling risks -

the risk of incorrect acceptance, and the risk of incorrect rejection.

The risk of incorrect acceptance (IA) is calculated as follows, where

R = audit risk CR = control risk

IR = inherent risk APR = analytical procedures risk

IA = R = .05 = .19 = .20

IRxCRxAPR 1.0x1.0x.27
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APPENDIX A

The risk of incorrect rejection is judgmentally set at .05. A 5% incorrect rejection risk is

the complement of a 95% reliability factor.

In other words, there is a 20% probability that the auditor will incorrectly accept that the

evidence, physical inventory, supports the account balance in the accounting inventory

report. And. there is a 95% probability that the random sample selected will be

representative of the population.

Desired Allowance for Sampling Risk and Tolerable Error

The ratio of desired allowance for sampling risk to tolerable error is .700.
1

For materiality.

I defer to current practice under GAAP/GAAS. 2
For total inventory between $10 million

and $50 million, multiply excess over $10 million by 2% and add $286,000.

Total inventory @ 9/30/94 = $18,618,605

.-. $8.61 8,605 x 2% = 1 72.372

± 286,000

Tolerable error = $458,372

Ratio x.700

The desired allowance for sampling risk = ± $320.860

If the recorded amount, $18.6 million, in the inventory report is within ± $320,860 of the

estimated amount, determined by statistical sampling, then it can be stated that at a 20%

risk of incorrect acceptance, the total amount recorded for tangible personal property is

not in error by more than $458,372.

1

Taylor. D. H.. and G. W. Glezen. 1994. Auditing: Integrated Concepts and Procedures . New
York:Wiley.

2Raman, K. K., and R. P. VanDaniker. 1994. Materiality in Government Auditing. Journal of

Accountancy (February) 71-76.
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Stratified Statistical Sampling Formulas

Determine sample size by using the variables previously calculated, where

n = Sample size with replacement

S = Estimate of the population standard deviation

Ur = Reliability coefficient (95% reliability, 2-tailed factor)

N = Population size

A = Desired allowance for sampling risk

SxUrxN

n =

Sample size without replacement overcomes the possible obstacle of choosing the same

random number more than once, where random numbers might be voucher numbers or

FMR numbers.

Let n' = sample size without replacement, then modified equation is:

n

n' = 1 + n

N

Sample Size Subgroup: Office Equipmen t

n =

n = 43

963x1.96x11 15

320.860

43

n' = 1 + 43

1115

n' = 41
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APPENDIX A

Conclusion: of the 1,115 office equipment items, whose value is < $5,500, listed in

Accounting Inventory Report FAS4600, a substantive test of details should be conducted

on 41 randomly selected items.

Sample Size Subgroup: Construction Equipment

n =

n = 32

1,139x1.96x807 , 2

320,860 J

32

n' = 1 + _32_

807

n' = 31

Conclusion: of the 807 construction equipment items, whose value is < $6,000. listed

in Accounting Inventory Report FAS4600, a substantive test of details should be

conducted on 31 randomly selected items.
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APPENDIX B

Glossary

Cost Accounting - a system for recording and reporting measurements of the cost of

manufacturing goods and performing services in the aggregate and in detail. It includes

methods for reorganizing, classifying, allocating, aggregating, and reporting actual costs

and comparing them to standard costs. Cost accounting systems include job order,

process, standard, and direct costing.

Financial Assertion -- an amount specific to a particular account balance, which is

reported in the financial statements of an entity.

Financial Statement - report containing financial information about an entity. The
required financial statements are balance sheet, income statement, and statement of cash

flows.

Internal Control Structure -- a system of internal controls consisting of three elements:

control environment, accounting system, and control procedures. Control environment

is essentially concerned with management's integrity to act in good faith in presentation

of financial position or results of operations. An accounting system is the various

methods and records an entity uses to identify and record all valid business transactions.

Control procedures generally pertain to proper authorization of transactions, segregation

of duties to prevent concealment of irregularities, adequate safeguards over assets,

proper valuation of recorded amounts, and many others.

Judgment Sample -- determination by an auditor, based on personal experience and

familiarity with the client, of the number of items, as well as the particular items, to be

examined in a population. The sampling is not done on a random basis. There is no

determination of a sampling error, nor any statistical conclusions about precisions or

confidence levels.

Materiality - magnitude of an omission or misstatement of accounting data that misleads

financial statement readers. Materiality is judged both by relative amount and by the

nature of the item.

Perpetual Inventory System -- keeping continual track of additions or deletions in

materials, supplies, and equipment. Physical inventory counts are usually taken at least

once a year in order to check on the validity of the book records.

Sampling - the process of selecting items from a population to reach a conclusion about

the population. For example, counting selected inventory items in performing an audit to

verify the total inventory balance.
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Sampling Error-- difference between the value obtained by sampling and the value that

would have been obtained if the entire population had been investigated. The auditor is

concerned that sampling error is minimized.

Sampling Risk - represents the risk that the auditor's conclusions based on a sample

may be incorrect. Uncertainties are implicit when the auditor examines less than 100

percent of an account balance.

Statistical Sample -- method based on the assumption that within a given confidence level

and allowance for sampling risk, a randomly selected sample of items from a population

will reflect the same characteristics that occur in the population.

Walk-through -- an audit procedure used in evaluating the reliability of the client's

accounting system. The auditor looks at the supporting documentation for a transaction

from its starting point and then proceeds to examine the accounting system steps until

ultimate disposition of the item. The walk-through examination is one of the compliance

tests that the auditor can perform.

Sources: Siegel, J. G., and J. K. Shim. 1987. Dictionary of Accounting Terms . Hauppauge:Barron's.

Kay, R.S., and D. G. Searfoss. 1989. Handbook of Accounting and Auditing . Boston:Warren.

Taylor, Auditing .
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Response to the Final Draft Report

APPENDIX C

On June 21 , 1 995, the Inspector General provided to MassHighway management
a preliminary draft of this report. This Office fully considered MassHighway s subsequent

written comments, and modified the report where appropriate. The Inspector General

then sent a final draft of the report to the Secretary of Transportation, MassHighway's

Commissioner, and the CA/T Project Director. The Project Director's letter and a list of

its attachments are included in this Appendix.

MassHighway generally agreed with the recommendations in this report, and has

taken steps to ensure that corrective plans are in place. However, MassHighway takes

issue with certain statements and recommendations. This Office carefully examined all

points of apparent dispute. In one instance, MassHighway provided additional information

which has been incorporated in Finding 4. In other instances, the Inspector General

disagrees; the report speaks for itself and no further comment is needed. One point,

however, merits specific comment.

The report criticizes the practice of assigning duties and responsibilities of

monitoring and controlling fixed assets to non-Financial Services personnel.

MassHighway claims "[t]hat there is an inherent conflict. . .since Financial Services

is [also] responsible for preparing the necessary paperwork to reimburse Project vendors."

The relevant issue is that Financial Services is responsible for all accounting-related

functions, including monitoring and controlling fixed assets. The assignment of this

responsibility to Financial Services carries no inherent conflict. The emphasis is

separation of duties. As long as the specific duties performed by individuals within

Financial Services are properly segregated, opportunities for an employee to both

perpetrate and conceal errors or irregularities are minimized. The bar-coding of assets

and subsequent periodic confirmation of physical inventories are duties that should not

be performed by non-Financial Services personnel.
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Central Artery/Tunnel

Massachusetts Highway Department RECEIVED

OCT 1 9 1995

APPENDIX C

October 19, 1995

•fflQftf

Ms. Wendy Haynes
Deputy Inspector General for
Contract Audit and Review

Office of the Inspector General
One Ashburton Place, Room 1311
Boston, Ma 02108

Dear Ms . Haynes

:

Thank you for the opportunity to review your office's final
draft report ("the Report") on fixed asset management at the CA/T
Project ("the Project"). As pointed out in our July 14, 1995
letter to your office on this matter, the Project shares your
concern that a proper accounting is kept of state owned assets in
the care, custody and control of Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff
("B/PB") .

Before commenting on the Report's recommendations, the
Project does not agree with several statements contained in the
Report. First, the Automation Technology Office (ATO) does not
approve its own FMRs as the Report alleges, rather FMRs for
computer hardware, software, or CADD related equipment all must
be approved by Core Level Management before a purchase can take
place. Second, the "B/PB Partial Organization Chart", indicated
as Figure 1 in the Report, has been out of date for nearly a
year. As Attachment A demonstrates, ATO has reporting
responsibility to the Deputy Project Manager for Services, the
same reporting responsibility as Administration Services and
Financial Services.

Concerning the Report's recommendations, we have the
following comments:

The Report's first recommendation states that "Recording
Project fixed assets with a unit cost exceeding $15,000 in MMARS
complies in part with section 6.04(3) (a) . Full compliance
includes recording in MMARS all major fixed assets ... with a
historical unit cost of between $5,000.00 and $14,999.99." Data
related to items in this value range, as directed by the Office
of the Comptroller, are furnished by MassHighway in summary form
to the Department of Procurement and General Services (DPGS) who
enters it into the MMARS. MassHighway has routinely sent such
summary information to DPGS for the past two years.

Regarding recommendation 2 (a) we have asked the Project's
current management review consultant, Peterson Consulting, Inc.,
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to. review the Asset Inventory Control System as you suggested.
However, the Project stands by its position that proper controls
are in place to safeguard its assets as supported by the fact
your staff could ultimately account for all thirty-three items it
had tested for physical confirmation of their existence against
inventory accounting records. With respect to recommendation 2

(b) , please be advised that MassHighway has been recording
Project fixed assets in MMARS and submitting summary information
to DPGS as indicated above. Relative to recommendation 2 (c) , we
disagree with the Report's suggestion to assign responsibility of
monitoring and controlling all fixed assets to B/PB Financial
Services. There is an inherent conflict in such an assignment
since Financial Services is responsible for preparing the
paperwork necessary to reimburse Project vendors. We believe to
support segregation of duties, it is better not to have the
entity responsible for processing vendor invoices also
responsible for monitoring and controlling fixed assets.

The Report's recommendation 3 also advocates securing the
services of a independent accounting firm which the Project is
considering. However, several misconceptions seemed to form the
basis of this recommendation. First, any particular FMR requires
the signature of at least three individuals, not four as the
Report states. An FMR originating within Office Services for a
piece of office furniture estimated to cost $250, for example,
would require the approval of the Office Services Supervisor, the
Administrative Services Manager, and the Services Core Manager.
With respect to the items cited in the Report including the 10
air tank rescue units and the computer hardware and software, all
were purchased by B/PB consistent with its approved state
contract . These purchases are part of the B/PB contract direct
expense budget which is reviewed and approved by the Project's
state managers prior to the initiation of an associated FMR.

With respect to recommendation 4 (a) procedures are already
in place to prevent unauthorized Project personnel from signing
check disbursements in payment for vendor purchases. (Note:
Please see Attachment B which presumably accounts for the
individual the Report had contended was not authorized to sign
checks.) The Commonwealth's contract with B/PB is on a cost
reimbursable basis. Without regard to the signature on any
particular B/PB check, payment is not forthcoming from the
Commonwealth until the entire payment package (including invoice
and check) is pre-audited and approved for reimbursement by
Project state staff devoted exclusively to this task.

We are pleased that the Report agreed with our position that
a check containing an unauthorized signature is the
responsibility of the Bank on which it is drawn. Cancelled
checks are reconciled on a monthly basis by the B/PB Financial
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Services Manager or his designee (an individual not associated
with the accounts payable or check signing process) . Moreover,
auditors from Bechtel Corporation and outside auditors from
Parsons Brinckerhoff independently perform financial and
procedural audits on an annual basis. Reviewing cancelled checks
is a component of these audits. With these multiple controls in
place, an unauthorized signature on a check would quickly be
discovered, investigated and rectified.

Recommendation 4 (b) contains a misunderstanding regarding
Project Procedure 104, revision 3. Project Procedure 104,
revision 3, pertains to Project commitments, i.e., the incurrence
of a liability, not check- signing . Internal policies in the
Joint Venture Agreement govern the check signing authority
because the funds are those of the Joint Venture and not of the
Commonwealth

.

With respect to Recommendation 5, as our previous letter on
this matter stated, a copy of the draft Project Procedure dealing
with surplus assets will be forwarded to your office when
completed

.

Thank you again for your interest in the Project's fixed
asset management practices. My point of contact on this matter
is Ron Grenier at 342-4585.

Sincerely,

MASSACHUSETTS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

CA/T Project

cc : Laurinda T. Bedingfield
Commissioner, MHD

095-3524
AD-2 .4 .2
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The following attachments included in MassHighway's written response are not included

in Appendix C, but can be obtained by contacting MassHighway:

Attachment A : Central Artery/Tunnel Project Management Organization -- A/T Operations,

dated July 5, 1995. (One page.)

Attachment B : Letter dated March 22, 1994 from D. E. White, B/PB Financial Services

Manager to Nina Levintza, Bechtel Corporation Cash/Investments Manager, regarding

check signing authority, including a bank signature authorization letter from B/PB to State

Street Bank and Trust Company. (Three pages.)








